Selecting a classification function for class prediction with gene expression data.
Class predicting with gene expression is widely used to generate diagnostic and/or prognostic models. The literature reveals that classification functions perform differently across gene expression datasets. The question, which classification function should be used for a given dataset remains to be answered. In this study, a predictive model for choosing an optimal function for class prediction on a given dataset was devised. To achieve this, gene expression data were simulated for different values of gene-pairs correlations, sample size, genes' variances, deferentially expressed genes and fold changes. For each simulated dataset, ten classifiers were built and evaluated using ten classification functions. The resulting accuracies from 1152 different simulation scenarios by ten classification functions were then modeled using a linear mixed effects regression on the studied data characteristics, yielding a model that predicts the accuracy of the functions on a given data. An application of our model on eight real-life datasets showed positive correlations (0.33-0.82) between the predicted and expected accuracies. The here presented predictive model might serve as a guide to choose an optimal classification function among the 10 studied functions, for any given gene expression data. The R source code for the analysis and an R-package 'SPreFuGED' are available at Bioinformatics online. v.l.jong@umcutecht.nl Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.